
Go for a walk and look at house numbers together.
Count them out loud as you walk past each house.

Stop by a house with a two digit number, e.g. 26. 38. 97. Add its two digits together, e.g.
26: 2+6=8.  Choose more house numbers and do the same.

If your children are quick at this,  multiply the numbers together, e.g. 26 (2x6=12); or add
two, 2 digit house numbers together e.g.  54 + 43 = 97

Talk about the problems as you  work them out together. This will help your children
understand what they are doing to solve the problem. And they will understand that
sometimes there are different ways to tackle the same problem.

What will my children learn about?
My children will learn how to count accurately in 2s.
They will be able to do simple calculations in their heads
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House numbers: activity 1

Walk along your street and look at the house numbers together.
Say the numbers out loud as you walk past them.

Stop walking. Ask your children to guess what the next house number will be? Or the next
two?

Talk about the numbers. Do they go up in 1s or 2s? Are the numbers the same on both
sides of the street or different?

Now talk about odd and even numbers. Even numbers can be divided equally by 2; odd
number can't. Which side of the street has odd numbers? Which side has even numbers?

What will my children learn about?
My children will learn about odd and even numbers.
They will be able to show me an odd or even number.
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House numbers: activity 2



Look at some house numbers carefully and decide what each digit means.
For example: 206 = 2 hundreds, 0 tens and 6 ones

Write down six house numbers you see on a piece of paper. These could be 1 digit (0-9), 2 digit (10
-99) or 3 digits (100-999) long.

At home, use the numbers to make problems to solve.

Young children can add up 2 or 3 digit numbers e.g.  24: 2+4 = 6 or 236: 2+3+6=11.
They could multiply 2 of the digits together e.g. 236:  2  x 3 =6 and 2 x 6=12 and 3 x 6 =18

Older children can work out how many problems they can write using different number
combinations. For example, how many addition or  subtraction problems can they make up  and
solve?  236 - 227 = 9 and 236 + 227 = 463 and 227+236 = 463 but why not 227-236=?

What will my children learn about?
My children will learn about place value (what each number means).
They will be able to do more complicated  calculations
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Go for a walk, count to twenty then stop. Look at the house number you are next to and   discuss the
value of each digit. For example: 278 = 2 hundreds, 7 tens and 8 ones

Use the same number to count as you walk, e.g. 278, count in tens, 10,20,30 40 ... up to 270, then
carry on in 1s, 271,272 ... up to 278.  Stop.  Look at the new  house number you are next to and
decide on the value of each digit.

As you walk home, write down 8 - 10 house numbers, without thinking too much about which ones
you are choosing. At home,  cut the numbers out and sort them into order - lowest to highest, highest
to lowest.
Group them into odd or even numbers. Or 2 digit or 3 digit numbers. Talk about what you are doing
together.
For young children, chop the numbers up into single digits and sequence them 0 - 9. Are any missing?

What will my children learn about?
My children will learn about place value (what each number means).
They will be able to order number from the smallest value to the  largest.
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House numbers: activity 3

House numbers: activity 4


